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ait's Inside
Meet the members of the
NCIP community

A profile about one special
education administrator who:

incorporates NCIP
resources in meetings

participates in NC1Pnet

discussions

uses NCIP resources

to support professional
development

Suggestions for facilitating
an NCIP workshop

Sample postings from NCril
community members

NCIP is the National Center to
Improve Practice in special education
through technology, media, and
materials.

or in it
The NCIP community is made up of a variety of members including parents,

teachers, administrators, college faculty, educational consultants, research-

s, special education advocates, and policymakers But no matter where

these members live or work, they all have one thing in common a dedica-

tion to finding ways that technology can meet the needs of students with

disabilities

You can easily meet and stay in touch with other NCIP community

members around the country via NCIPnet, the center's telecommunications

network. Consider using NCIPnet to: contact parents in advocacy groups,

talk to people at a technology center about their work, ask a special educa-

tion teacher about teaching strategies, take advantage of expert knowl-

edge during an online event, or for any other purpose that will assist you in

your important work.

NCIP Community

teachers
and specialists

policymakers

'

adMinistrators

3
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Special Ed Administrator Finds Myriad Uses
for NCIP Resources
Since October 1994, special education
administrator Maryann Morran has
widely used NCIP resources in her work
with educators in the Concord, Massa-
chusetts school district. Increasing her
awareness about the kinds of materials
available for special education teachers
and students with disabilities, NCIP
resources have also supported Maryann
as a strong advocate for technology in
the schools.

Using NC1P Video Profiles
During the fall meeting of Concord's
Adaptive Techno,ogies Study Group,
Maryann showed The "Write" Tools for
Angie, an NCIP video profile that fea-
tures a high school student who is
blind using Braille 'n Speak DA in regular-
education classes. The group consisted
of special-education and regular-
education elementary school teachers
who meet four to six times each year
to become familiar with how to use
various technologies in the classroom.

Because the meeting focused
on strategies for promoting successful
inclusion, Angie's story was of particu-

lar relevance, to the teachers, some of
whom have students with varying
levels of visual impairment. In the post-
viewing discussion about inclusion,
teachers were impressed with Angie's
ability to use technology to keep pace
with the other students. The elemen-
tary-school teachers recommended
that Maryann show the video at the
regional high school because it clearly
demonstrated how technology com-
bined with good teaching can allow
students with significant disabilities to
partake in a rigorous program. Maryann
is taking their advice and at an upcom-
ing meeting plans to pair The "Write"
Tools for Angie with Multimedia and
More, an NCIP video about how multi-
media tools in a high school English
class benefit a student with a learning
disability and attention deficit disorder.

Using NCIPnet
Maryann takes NCIPnet with her to
meetings, either by bringing the disk
with the program and demonstrating
how to use the network, or by taking
along relevant documents downloaded

During meetings with educators in her
school district, Concord special educa-
tion administrator Maryann Morran (far
right) often uses NCIP resources when
discussing issues concerning students
with disabilities.
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from the network. After viewing the
Angie video with teachers in the
Adaptive Technologies Study Group,
for example, she logged on to the net-
work and showed teachers how to
gather information and resources about
students who are visually impaired

Maryann has also found that
NCIPnet discussion folde;s which
include postings about a variety of issues
and subjects are a rich source of cur-
rent information When teachers in her
district have asked her about general
topics like inclusion, or specific issues
such as whether to teach keyboarding
to a second grader, Maryann logged
on to NCIPnet. On the network she
found discussion folders on keyboard-
ing and inclusion and downloaded
relevant materials.

At Concord, NCIPnet also has
become a gateway for access to the
Internet discussion forums about
special education issues. For example,
to gather information for the school's
speech and language therapists who
are interested in cochlear implants,
Maryann accessed Internet through
NCIPnet and retrieved the DEAF.L
Internet list. From the list, she down-
loaded several entries by parents of
deaf children about how they dealt
with the issues involving cochlear
implants and the use of sign language.
Using the In ternevt, she also discovered
reprints of the National Association of
the Deaf's position papers which she
later disseminated.

NCIP and Professional
Development
As part of Maryann's job as a change
agent, she is responsible for dissemi-
nating information and identifying other
teachers who can also act as change
agents in their local schools. One
reason she demonstrates NCIPnet at
meetings is to encourage the "next
generation" of change agents to con-
tact NCIP and obtain their own
accounts on the networ k.

Maryann has also found that
NCIPriet supports her own professional
development. Providing a neutral arena
for discussing issues involving technol-
ogy cost and effectiveness, the notwor
is a safe place to get feedback from
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parents outside her district. In contrast,
however, when talking to parents in
her own district, Maryann reflects, "You
have to weigh everything you say.
Technology can be so expensive and
you want to make the right decision."

Communicating with parents
across the country also offers Maryann
the opportunity to gather information
that helps her set better short- and
long-term goals for students with severe
disabilities, such as Downs Syndrome.
"The best evidence for learning about
how effective public schools can be for
children is by hearing from the children
who have completed school and their
parents. NCIPnet really helps with
this," Maryann said.

If you have any questions or
comments for Maryann, you can reach
her on NCIPnet.
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Dear Change Agents,

Last fall, NCIP conducted a "Get to Know NCIP" night at

EDCO, an education collaborative
linking 22 Massachusetts

districts. Attendants included 30 regular education and

special education teachers. During the program, I facilitated a

short workshop for 10 teachers about how to use materials

from the Fall edition of NCIP Profiles. Below is a summary of

the session that you may find helpful if you decide to run an

NCIP workshop,
demo, or training.

Best of luck,
r

P.14-

Judy Zorfass

,APIIP Workshop Summary
I. Setting* Context
Ispfroxitruitely.15 Minutes)
The session began with'.a review
of NCIP Print-Profile 3, The
"Write" Tools for-Students Who
Are ViOaily'lmpaired

We first took a lOOk:;...V the infor-
mation on the,firstAe thatintro-
duced the imPOrtance of leedbaCk-
in the writing 'I?rocess. Then'we
reviewed the glossary on the back
page of the profile arid discUssed

any terfris that were unfamiliar.

Aftepiiiscussing terms, we
looked at the stOries and Photos
oripages 2 and 3 about students
With visual impairrnent who use
'technology in mainstream classes.

Finally, we reviewed_the inforrna-
ton on page 2 about the impor-
tance of family support, and the
groUp members discussed some
,of their own experiences while
working with families.

N. Showing the Video
(approximateli 15.minutes)
Before showing The "Write"- Tools
for Angie the video accompany-
ing NCIP Print Profile3
pints were asked consider the

*,4ollowing question 'whenviewing:
44tat can you extract from this
video that is relment to yoyr work?

farticipants screened The "Write"
bots for MO, whiCh ran approx-.

Afterweitching the videb, the group:
discussed.their answers.to the pre-
view question. One teacherurnma-
rized manyof the teachereremarks;..

. this way::"The Angievignettehigh-'
,lighted issues of independence,
organization, and seWesteem which
are-relevant to all students.with
-diSabilities."

IlL Foiiciw-Up Discussion
(5 mktutes)
Doring the last part of the :gession,
we discuSsedways ir whi6h the par-
ticipants-cotild disseminate the print
and video prOfiles. One teaCher sug-
gated she might'show the video to
students. Another planned to show
it at a parents meeting.--

1t

At en NOP workshop, educeters viewed
The IWO' Mob /or And* si vidmi
festering Angie Bourderet (plittured), a
NA school sophomore who Is Awaits
Impeired.



The Community Talks
Excerpts from messages posted on NCIPnet in the Working with NCIP folder

Margaret Brandt

From:
Subject:
To:

Thursday, November 10, 1994
Working with NCIP Item
Margaret Brandt
How I Use NCIPnet
Working with NCIP

I am the parent of a son with LD who has ADHD. He's part
of an inclusion program. I've created a three-rmg binder of
information downloaded from NCIPnet about appropriate
technology, learning styles, ADD, inclusion, laptops and just
about anything that interests me. I give all the inclusion
materials to my son's teacher.... I pass out information at
Parent Advisory Council (PAC) meetings. Other parents ask
rne to find out specific information and pass it on to
them.... When I went to an ADD support group meeting,
people stayed around until after 10:00 p.m. just to get a
look at my downloaded conversations and informational
articles on ADD, technology, software, and, especially,
behavior management.... People come to the house just to
browse though my binder. Teachers have asked to take it
home for the weekend just to get a chance to look at it
more carefully. It has become a resource for many parents
and educators in my area.

[
------i

At Parent Advisory Coucil meetings,
Margaret Brandt (left) shares information
with other parents that she downloads
from NC1Pnet.

Shirley Brown
-s--- I Monday, December 19,1994

Working with NCIP Item
From: Shirley Brown
Subject: AlphaSmarts
To: Working with NCIP

While browsing the Profiles Resource Library (under lap-
tops), I read about AlphaSmarts": and was impressed by
its affordability. I printed all of the information for the
principal (who also serves as sped director) and the tech-
nology coordinator. Now we're considering writing a grant
to purchase this tool. Also, a special needs teacher was
encouraging a parent of a fifth grade student with reading
problems to try some repeated reading strategies at home.
I downloaded the discussion on repeated reading and sent
this home to parents with other information.

Lori DiGisi

L

From:
Subject:
To:

Wednesday. November. 23.1994
Working with NCIP Item
Lori DiGisi
Using Profiles with College Students
Working with NC1P

I currently teach two courses in Special Education at Boston
University. In an effort to help my students see that if they
think creatively, there are ways that they can help students
with disabilities learn their "mainstream" subject matter,
I showed them the Vignettes on the NCIP profilas video....
Angie did what all my stories. experiences. and cases could
not, she showed them what a person with a disability (that
they see as very debilitating, could do. Both classes were
so impressed and I think relieved. They could now envision
possibilities for a person with a disability in their main-
stream classrooms....thank you for capturing such a
poignant picture of how students with exceptionalities can
succeed and excel if teachers provide them with the right
tools!

For more information, contact:

'

National Center to Improve Practice
Education Development Center, Inc.
55 Chapel Street
Newton, MA 02158-1060
(617) 969-7100, ext. 2412
71Y: (617) 9694529
Fax: (617) 969-3440

.

a

'

1995 Education Development
Center, Inc. and WGBH Educational
Foundation.

All materials in this document may
be photocopied and distributed.
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. Writing with
Word Prediction

What's Inside Software
The Ins" and "outs" of word
prediction software

How word prediction helps
students with motpah-
'rnentsand learning disabilities

Stories of two students suc-
cessfully using word prediction

A young adult with cere-
bral palsay who uses
word prediction software
to write more quickly

A high-school freshman
'with speeth and learn-
ing disabilities who has
developed independent
writing skills using word
prediction

Skills students need to use
word prediction

Features of different word
prediction software programs

NCIP ïé he National Center to
.isnOrove Practice in special education
through technOlogy, rulialso and

rwiterIsIk.
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Students with disabilities have trouble writing when their ability to generate

text cannot keep pace with the flow of their ideas. Some students simply

cannot retain ideas in their memory long enough to express them coherently

in writing. Others have difficulty with spelling or with the motor demands

of handwriting and keystroking. Some students with more significant motor

impairments use adaptive methods for writing that can also slow down

the process.

Many students with disabilities who confront these obstacles can be

assisted by word prediction, software that reduces the number of key-

strokes necessa..7 for typing words.

Here's how iv works: After a student selects each letter, a list of words

appears on the screen beginning with the letter or letter sequence typed.

Each time a letter is added. the list is updated. When the desired word

appears in the li;)t, students can choose the word and insert it into their text

with a single keystroke (each word is numbered so students need only type

in a number when the right word appears).

For example, if a student wants to write the word tomorrow, first

she selects a t and the following list of common t words appears in the

word prediction window below:

Let's meet at the park t

Word Prediction Window

1 talk that ,111 the

4 this 5 them 6 they

Let's meet at the park to

Word Prediction Window

1 today tomorrow 5 tOnight

4 topic I toward. S town

7

Since her target word does not

appear in this list, the student

types o, the next letter in tomor-

row, and a list ot to words

appears in the word prediction

window (bottom left).

Now that the target word has

appeared, the student selects the

number 2 key and tomorrow is

inserted into the text.followed by

a space. The number of key-

strokes for writing tomorrow has

been reduced from nine to four.
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Jeff Goes to Bat with Word Prediction
Students with learning disabilities who
are poor spellers often have limited
writing vocabularies because they avoid
words they can't spell correctly. Other
students who may be more adventur-
ous with their word choice find that
spell check programs frequently do not
generate appropriate choices.

By providing writers with imme-
diate spelling assistance, word predict-
ion can make the entire writing process
less stressful for students with learning
disabilities.

Meet Jeff
Jeff is an eneroetic high school fresh-
man with speech and learning disabili-
ties. Writing with a pen or pencil has
always been difficult for Jeff. His grasp
is awkward and his letter formation is
slow and inexact. With limited spelling
skills, Jeff has consciously avoided
using longer words. Because of his
learning disabilities, Jeff also has diffi-
culty organizing his ideas and express-
ing them in complete sentences.

Using a laptop with word prediction
software, Jeff - a high school freshman
with learning disabilties - has greatly
expanded his writing vocabulary.
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Throughout elementary school,
Jeff relied on his resource room teachers
and his parents to physically write for
him. As Jeff dictated his written work,
these adults often helped him translate
his sometimes disorganized thoughts
into coherent language. While this
assistance gave Jeff the opportunity to
participate in mainstream classes, it
also interfered with his ability to develop
independent writing skills.

\,Vith the help of technology and
good teaching, Jeff is now becoming
an independent writer. To compensate
for both motor and spelling difficulties,
he is currently using a laptop computer
with a word prediction program that
offers speech feedback. Because his
language skills are underdeveloped,
writing is still a slow process for Jeff.
With the word prediction program,
however, he is now able to answer his
homework questions independently
and write his own letters, stories, and
reports.

Skill* Noodod to Uso Word Prediction
Students who use word prediction
programs must have some phonetic
spelling ability. To ensure that the
torrent word appeers on word pre-
diction lists, students must be able
to correctly identify Its first few
letters.

Students also need te read well
enough to see the difference
between words that look similar on
prediction lists. For students who
are un *Me to read, some programs
includ speech feedback compo-
nent that Nreade word prediction
lists *loud.

At the end of the school year,
Jeff's eighth grade English teacher
askeJ her students to each choose a
subfect of personal interest, research
it, and prepare an oral report for the
class. In the past, Jeff had dreaded
such assignments because of his writ-
ing and speaking difficulties. But now
he had a tool word prediction.

Jeff carefully researched the
history of the Boston Red Sox and
wrote an outstanding report, full of
fascinating and little-known facts.

When it was Jeff's turn to read
his report, he walked to the front of the
class, turned on his laptop, and pre-
sented his work sentence-by-sentence
through the speech synthesizer. Jeff's
classmates were intrigued with the
information, but even more impressed
by Jeff's writing talents.

Watch Jeff: With Expression on the
enclosed NCIP videotape.

Students who uss word pre-
diction programs also must be able
to flexibly shift their attention back
and forth between the keybeerd (or
other Alternative &coats device) and
the word prediction lists.



Using Word Prediction Software, Students with
Motor Impairments Have the "Write" Stuff

P`r

Many word prediction programs were
first developed for students whose
sbility to select keys was severely
limited by motor impairments.

Though some students with
motor impairments can select letters
directly from the standard keyboard or
from adaptive keyboards, the going is
often slow. For others who use alter-
native access methods such as
switches or trackballs, writing can be
especially time-consuming For these
students, word prediction decreases
the gap between generating ideas and
capturing them in writing by reducing
the number of key selections neces-
sary for writing words.

Meet Tony
Tony is a young adult with cerebral
palsy who loves rock 'n roll and writing
letters to his friends. He uses a wheel-
chair and commurrcates with a porta-
ble communication device with speech
output. Tony uses a computer by
pressing a switch on his wheelchair
pedal with his left foot He uses a word
prediction program with a builtin scan-
ning airay

I iere's how Tony writes The
scanning array appears on the monitor

contains all the letters and k ey
board functions arianged in rows. Tony
watches caref ully as each row in the
scanning array is highlighted in suc-

Tony, a young adult with cerebral palsy
(right), has significantly improved his
writing skills thanks to assistance from
his tutor (left) and word prediction
software.

cession. When the row containing the
letter he wants to select lights up, he
presses the switch with his foot. Tony

11111111...___
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then watches again as each letter in
the row he has chosen is highlighted.
When his target letter is lit, he presses
the switch again and the letter appears
on the monitor.

Scanning has made writing
accessible for many students with signi-
ficant motor impairments. The process,
however, requires considerable cogni-
tive attention for each key selection
and can be physically taxing when used
over a period of time. Word prediction
is a great resource for Tony because it
minimizes the number of selections he
must make from the scanning array.

With the help of word prediction
software and weekly tutoring sessions,
Tony's written language has blossomed.
When he first began working with his
tutor his sentences contained just a
few words. For example, to communi-
cate / went to listen to music with my
sister Christine on Saturday night, Tony
wrote Music Saturday Christine. As
Tony has become more adept at using
word prediction, his sentences have
become more complex and his writing
reflects his outgoing personality and
unique sense of humor.

:
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Word Prediction Program Features
Various word prediction programs are
available for Apple', Macintosh', and
IBM compatible computers The use-
fulness of any particular program will
depend on how well that program's
features meet the student's individual
needs.

Both Tony and Jeff use an MS-DOS
..vord-processing program that Integrates
word prediction. Other word prediction
programs are designed to work in con-
junction with various word processing
software. The following list describes
additional features that distinguish dif-
ferent word prediction programs.

Abbreviation Expansion
Some word prediction programs enable
user s to encode their name, assign-
ment headings, or other language they
frequently use. Once encoded, a simple
Keystroke combination can retrieve
these messages. For example, if Jeff
wants his name to appear in the text,
he presses the Contiol key and the
letter

Prediction Methods
Some pi ograms predict solely on tire
basis of spelling, while other s also con-
sider the words that have come before
in the sentence. For example, if the
word being typed follows an al ticle like
the, only nouns and adjectives will be
predicted. This type of grammatical
prediction can be more efficient and
speed up the writing process

List Updating
Most programs can "learn a student's
vosabulary and tailor word prediction
lists to that student's word usaae. This
way, the program is more likely to first
predict words that a student most fre-
quently uses In some programs, lists
ar e modified automatically, while in
others, users can decide whether they
want lists updated or not

Prediction Window
Customizing
Some programs have prediction lists
that appear with a set number of words
in a fixed-size window in a specific
location on the screen. Others allow
users to customize the size, the screen
location, and the amount of words in
the window

Topic-Specific Lists
Many word prediction programs allow
users to create and retrieve word lists
relating to a particular topic. For exam-
ple, when Jeff wrote his report on the
Boston Red Sox, he and his teacher
created a list of words related to base-
ball such as league, Chicago, and
championship that he could retiieve
while working on the assignment.

Word Modification
Many programs allow users to add
suffixes or other modifications to words
with a single keystroke. For example,
Tony is able to change story to stories
by choosing story from the word pre-
diction list and then a special plural
function froM the scanning array This
feature keeps word prediction lists
uncluttered by different forms of the
same word

Speech Feedback
To provide additional support for
students while they write, some word
prediction programs also have synthe-
sized speech output. Because Tony's
and Jeff's reading skills are somewhat
limited, both rely heavily on this feature
to help them monitor the structure and
meaning of their work .

For more information, contact:

Nationafeenter to IMprove Practice..
Educatien Davelopment Center, Inc.
55 chapel Stier4
Newton;h4A 02159,1060
(1117) 900-7100, vit. 2412

Ant 1017i 900-4529
%*: 1011190.4440

Other Adaptive Features
Some programs also include other
features particularly suited to the
needs of students who are physically
impaired. These features include
scanning arrays for switch users (see
Meet Tony on page 3) and a "latching"
feature that allows people who type
with a single finger or a pointer the
option of typing two-key combinations,
one key at ,.. time. Some programs also
allow the user to adjust the sensitivity
of the keyboard so letters are not
repeated if keys are not quickly released
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Merging onto
the Information
Superhighway
Equipped with a computer and a modem or an Internet link, students can

broaden their communication horizons by crossing barriers of time, distance,

and culture. In this expanded universe, one need only turn on his or her

computer to gain access to people and resources throughout the world.

Because computer networks open up a range of new communication

options, students with disabilities can particularly benefit from this kind of

unequaled access. Using telecommunications networks, students with

disabilities have the opportunity to:

r

communicate in a way that makes their disability "invisible"

share experiences and trade practical suggestions with others

who have similar disabilities

exchange useful information with disabled and non-disabled

peers, teachers, mentors, and others

t..

11

.4111

741111-6111

Cotting School students access com-
puter networks using a variety of adap-
tive devices. Pictured is Mark Hutchinson
using a head stick to type a message.
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Prodigy' is "Key to Treasure Chest"
for Shannon Lilly
Shannon Lilly, the student profiled in the
following story, passed away in 1994.

For Shannon Lilly, discovering the on-
line network Prodigy, was "like finding
a key to a treasure chest," according to
her mother, Jeanne Lilly.

"She found sources of creativly
and challenge, 3ources of information,
recreation, and socialization, sources
which boosted her self-image, and a
sense of independence and control,"
said Jeanne Lilly of her daughter, a
seventh grader with limited mobility
due to muscular dystrophy.

Ever since the first grade,
Shannon had been mainstreamed in
the Brockton, Massachusetts Public
Schools. As her motor functions
became increasingly impaired, Helen
Virga, the Brockton assistive technol-
ogy specialist looked for technologies
that would allow Shannon to con imuni-
cate more easily and to continue to
participate in her class assignments.

Shannon was not able to use a
standard keyboard because of her
limited mobility, so Helen ordered a
Macintosh.' Powerbook to mount to
Shannon's power -"heelchair. Using a
trackball and KEN:\ (adaptive
software with an on-screen keyboard
display!, Shannon was able to have
access to a wide range of computer

1.

Using the computer network Prodigyn",
seventh-grader Shannon Lilly launched a
small business that allowed her friends
and family access to the network's many
resources.

applications. While the adaptive hard-
ware and software provided access, it
was the computer network Prodigy
which opened up a range of new pos-
sibilities for Shannon.

In the four-month winter flu
season, Shannon was tutored at home
because of her tenuous health. During
this time, it was often difficult to fill up
the hours of the day with activities that
were engaging, stimulating, and inter-
active, and even more importantly,
tasks that Shannon could do without
assistance. Once Shannon discovered
Prodigy, this problem was solved!
Suddenly there weren't enough hours
in the day for Shannon, and her mother
often had to force her to log off and go
to bed.

Shannon used Prodigy in a
variety of ways. She read the news
screen on a daily basis, taking particular
enjoyment in being the first in the
family to know and share the news of
the day. Shannon also participated in a
number of Prodigy bulletin boards.
The Baby-sitters Club was one of her
favorites she was a club member,
read stories online, and participated in
the discussions about the characters
and events in the stories. Prodigy also
provided her with a link to her school.
She sent e-mail messages ana person-
alized cards to friends, the computer
teacher at her school, and Helen Virga.

Using her computer expertise
and the wealth of resources offered
through Prodigy, Shannon launched
"Shannon's Stuff,""^ a small business
that offered her friends and relatives a
variety of services. She downloaded
soap opera sun imanes for those die-
hards who had missed a few weeks.
After using Prodigy to access encyclo-
pedia and magazine articles for her
own school project on whales, Shannon
was able to locate and download
information for her brother's research
proiect un William Perin And for the
sports enthusiasts among her clients,
St, limo!) downloarkd and compiled
sports statistics which kept her
especially busy during the NBA playoff
season
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Shannon Lilly advertised her business
"Shannon's Stuff" in a newsletter that
she wrote and designed on her computer.

Like any smart entrepreneur,
Shannon develond a price list and a
production schedule. She also adver-
tised her services in "Shannon's Stuff im
Newsletter" a publication she wrote,
designed, and distributed. "She took
pride in the fact that she was able to
do something for others," said Jeanne
Lilly.

The Prodigy network not only
offered Shannon an outlet for indepen-
dence and creativity - it also provided
her with an opportunity not to be
viewed primarily as a girl with a physi-
cal disability. "No one on the other end
was aware of anything except of what
she provided. She was able to express
herself fi eely, and show her potential
without any mis,inderstandings or
uneasiness," said Jeanne Lilly.
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Students Team Up in Cyberspace
After six months of reading messages
on VIP a computer network adminis-
tered by the American disABLEd
Foundation Greg Walsh finally posted
a message of his own about public
transportation access. When someone
responded, Greg "nearly jumped out of
his wheelchair!" according to Kate
Moore, a communication therapist at
the Cotting School, a day school in
Lexington, Massachusetts for children
with learning, communication, and
physical disabilities.

Computer networks have had a
powerful effect on Greg and some of
the other students with severe speech
and/or physical disabilities. Because
many of them have only limited oppor-
tunities to engage in conversations
with people outside of their school and
im-r.ediate family, the network offers
these students a unique opportunity to
learn a variety of skills.

How do you start a conversation
with someone? How do you respond?
How do you give enough information
so that the reader can understand what
you are trying to say? How do you
word a coinment or ask a question that
will elicit responses? These are some

At the Cotting School -
a school for children
with learning, communi-
cation, and physical
disabilities - students
collaborate using a
variety of communica-
tion tools includin,:
computer networks and
eye gaze boards
(pictured).

of the questions that provide Kate and
her students with a rich conte;rt for
learning communication and social skills.

Another group of Cotting
students also use the VIP network to
communicate with students outside
their school. Students with physical and
communication disabilities in Cecelia
Jones' biology class were paired with
researcl-. partners from Vicky Goldberg's
regular-education science class at the
Brimmer and May School in Brookline,
Massachusetts, a few towns away.
Cecelia and Vicky had met over the net-
work and decided to initiate a collabora-
tive classroom project.

Each of Cecelia's students at
Coning designed and carried out an
independent research project that
culminated in an extensive lab report
incorporating background research.
After exchanging messages of intro-
duction on the VIP network, each
Cotting student described his or her
project to their Brimmer and May
partner. On the network over the next
few months, Cotting School students
continued to discuss and explain their
project, their findings, and their results,
while their partners asked questions,
offered feedback, and made sugges-
tions.

411r
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Next semester Cecelia and Vicky
plan to repeat this project, only this
time both student groups will conduct
independent projects and share their
findings. The teachers are also already
making plans for the two student groups
to meet at the end of the project.

"The students have certainly
benefited from their conversations with
the other students. They've had to
learn to express their ideas in a way
that's still social, but less intimidating
than the immediacy of face-to-face
interaction. And of course, it's been a
real boost to their confidence, to be
guiding non-disabled peers," according
to Cecelia.

For many students at Brimmer
and May, the project provided them
with a first-time opportunity to interact
with a peer who had a disability. Did the
Cotting School students ever discuss
their disabilities with their Brimmer and
May partners during the project? "Some
did, soma didn't, but being disabled
was the icast important part of the com-
munication," Cecelia said.

'
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Computer Network Resources for Students
with Disabilities
DO-1111 (Disabilities,
Opportunities, Internet-
working, and Technology)
Through the Do-lt Scholars program at
the Unive'sity of Washington, high
school students with disabilities who
have interests in science, mathematics,
and engineer ing are provided with the
tools, training, and opportunity to use
the Internet to explore academic and
career interests.

For information about DO-IT write,
call, or e-mail:
Sheryl Burgstahler
Director, DO-IT
University of Washington
JE-25/Room 206
Seattle, WA 98195
Voice/MD: (206) 685-DO-IT
e-mail: doit@u.washington.edu

Excerpts from student autobiogra-
phies submitted via e-mail and
compiled into the DO-IT Snapshots
1994 album:

o
i,,a4s3,,,,nd usa
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''1,,910444140444: ii

PC Pals
PC Pals is a computer bulletin board on
America Online, which is "geared to
teenagers who are deaf and hard of
heanny iand their hearing friends, too),"
according to America Online'''. PC
PALS includes three services e-mail,
the PC Pals Bulletin Board folder, and
a monthly chat group.

For information contact:
The Alexander Graham Bell
Association for the Deaf PC Pals
3417 Volta Place, NW
Washington, DC 20007
(2021 337-5220 (V/TTY)

V

Kidlink
Kidlink is an international networking
service, accessible via the Internet,
exclusively tor students between the
ages o) 10 and 15 More than 23,000
students from over 60 countries have
participated in one-on-one exchanges,
group chats, topical discussions, and
curriculum-based projects.

This network provides students with
disabilities the opportunity to partici-
pate in discussions and activities with
students from around the globe

For information contact:
Odd de Presno
K1DLINK Project Director
opresno@extern.uio.no
Or

kidlink-info@VM1 NODAK.EDU
Or

KIDLINK Gopher: kids.ccit.duq.edu

ClassroOm-tested ideasjor .

telecommunications- projects

inforination
access the bo-IT gopher site .1

thid-otheronli.ne:r.esOurces.

Descriptions-of books,
journals; and Other iAlhlica:
tions.proViding Wormation
.ahout telecommunicatjons

Help getting started.ussing .

froM a memper.of.the
NCIPnettomMuniq 7
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Organizing
Information with
Software Tools
From middle school on. students are asked to gather, prioritize, and syn-

thesize information for research papers, oral reports, and group projects.

This multistep process is frequently overwhelming for students with learning

disabilities and attentional difficulties who often have trouble organizing

information.

"Webs" or concept maps" can help these students organize infor-

mation and ideas. These visual outlines often appeal to students who feel

constrained by the linear nature of text. When creating concept maps with

pencil and paper, however, students can get frustrated with the "messiness"

of this dynamic process particularly as the shape and structure of their

webs change.

Now a set of computer-software tools are available that provide these

students with the flexibility they need to ef ectively use concept mapping

and outlining strategies. One tool that has generated great interest on

NClPnet is Inspiration, a software program that enables students to easily

create and revise concept maps and convert these maps to standard out-

lines, or vice versa. For more information about how some teachers are

incorporating Inniration into the curriculum, read on.

15

Inspiration is a
software too. that
helps students
organize informa-
tion into both
"webs" or "concept
maps" (right) and
standard outlines
(left).
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Integrating information with Inspiration
As part of Heidi Hebert's fifth-grade
social studies curriculum at the Cutler
School in Hamilton, Massachusetts,
each student takes on the role of an
exploier and then writes his or her
autobiography.

When she first initiated this
piolect, Heid: found that gathering, pri-
oritizing, and organizing information for
these autobiographies was an over-
whelming process for many of her stu-
dents particularly those in her class
with learning disabilities. While these
students had little difficulty finding
information, many had problems linking
different kinds of information in logical
and clear ways.

ANIL

To assist students with the pro-
cess, two years ago Heidi began provi-
ding her class with an outline they
could fill out as they researched their
topic. While this approach was ade-
quate for some, it was frequently a
disaster for the students with organiza-
tional problems those students that it
was meant to help most. By the time
these students had filled out their out-
lines, because of poor handwriting, lack
of space, and constant revising, many
couldn't read what they had written
and had no way of neatly reorganizino
the information.
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To find a more flexible strategy
or tool that would help all of her
students create usable outlines, Heidi
teamed up with Hamilton computer
coordinator Grace Meo, who intro-
duced her students to the computer
program Inspiration.

The prolect is launched in the
computer lab where Grace teaches
students how to create a multi-tiered
concept map using Inspiration. Once
they are comfortable with the funda-
mentals of the program, students work
in pairs to brainstorm questions about
their explorers like Where was he
born? Where did he travel?and What
did he find?Together, students create
a simple web incorporating their
questions.

Next Grace shows students
how to convert their webs into a
standard hierarchical outline using one
sirnPle command. She then demon-
strates how students can reorganize
their outline and group similar questions
together around central themes like
childhood and travels When students

Fifth-grade students at the Cutler School
use InspirationTM software to organize
research reports on explorers. Before
beginning to compile information, stu-
dents learn how to use the program in
the computer lab.
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"Webs" created using Inspiration soft-
ware offer students an alternative to stan-
dard hierarchical outlines. "Some kids
just need that visual hook," said Hamilton
fifth-grade teacher Heidi Hebert.

convert their standard outlinrs back to
a web, the revised organization is
reflected in the concept map "Some
kids just need that visual hook," Heidi
said

At the end of the session, stu-
dents save their outlines on their own
floppy disks. Back in the classroom
they continue using Inspiration to make
a "mega-outline" which incorporates
everyone's questions. Students then
begin their research with an outline
that includes a comprehensive set of
questions that can be answered on
paper or computer, depending on their
preference. This outline anchors stu-
dents as they dive into books, encyclo-
pedias, and CD-ROM resources in the
ci,:ssroom, at the library, and at home.

This is the second year that
Heidi is using Inspiration with her fifth
c,r;1'1.:ffs Last year, the approach was
enormously successf ul "The students
loved it. .1 hey contributed to the process
every step of the way. By the time they
had completed their research, their
report was essentially written," Heidi
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Study Strategies Using
Inspiration'
Students participating in Project
SUCCESS use Inspiration for educa-
tional purposes such as those
described below.

Studying a Textbook
Chapter
1 The students create an outline or
concept map for each chapter by
typing in headings and subheadings.

2 As students read each paragraph,
they record and organize key words
and phrases under the appropriate
headings and subheadings.

3 Students self-test their knowledge
by using a feature that allows them to
hide and reveal information in the
outline.

Real-Time Note Taking
Students use Inspii ition to take notes
"on the fly." The electronic outline
helps students record and format their
notes quickly. For example, students
in one participating middle school use
Inspiration to take notes on the infor-
mation presented each day on Channel
One. The graphic nature of concept
mapping can reduce the amount of
text students need to communicate
and link Ideas

For more information, contra:

imatio01.Conter to IMprova Practice
Clueetion Divelopment-.Center, Inc.

chipst stumt
Newton, 14021590000 ,

141719997,7109, 'exi. 2412

(417190-4629
F,nc141171,00114444

Synthesizing Information
from Multiple Sources
1 After choosing a subject to research,
students work with their teacher to
create a topical outline that will guide
their research.

2 When students read material about
their subject, they insert the informa-
tion under appropriate topics in the
outline.

3 Students then cluster the accumu-
lated information under each heading
into conceptual units that will guide
their writing.

4 Steps 2 and 3 may be repeated
several times before students use a
word processor to write their reports.
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How video is used to teach
literacy skills

How a writing program for
elernentary4ehool students
who are deaf combines ASL,
videos, and drawings

How at-risk students partici-
pating in a Varideriilt Univer-
sity Project usevideo to
improve their reading com-
prehension

How captioning a sitcom
helped one student with lan-
guage disabilities

How two students who are
deaf improve their literacy
skills through captioning

An explanation of the caption-
ing process with information
about the technology necessary

to start a captioning program

NCIP is ths National Center to
Improve Practice in special education
through technology, media, and
motorists.

Reading, Writing,
and Videotapes
The idea that video can help students improve their reading and writing

skills might have been easily dismissed a generation ago. Today, however,

video is a central component in a variety of strategies de3igned to teach

literacy skills.

This profile highlights several programs using these strategies. The

feature story focuses on an innovative teaching practice for primary-school

students that is especially effective for children who are deaf, many of

whom begin kindergarten with limited English skills. Based on the idea that

students will gain a broader understanding of material if they have the

chance to go over or "revisit" it in different formats, the practice revolves

around a variety of activities that include the viewing and creating of video-

tapes, group and one-on-one discussions, drawing, and writing.

Other highlighted teaching practices focus on how students with

disabilities use technology to write captions for a video. The ultimate goal

of this strategy, as well as the others featured, is to give students the skills

they need to become independent readers and writers.

1".
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Students and their teacher discuss
how to caption a videotape - a unique
multistep process that strengthens
literacy skills.
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Telling Tales in ASL and English
After watching a story told in American
Sign Language tASL) and then retelling
it in sign on videotape, students partici-
pating in the following prolect wnte
their own version of the story

Viewing a Story
At the Horace Mann School for the
Deaf and Hard of Hearing in Boston.
Massachusetts. a small class of
primary-school children have come to
the Literacies Lab to work with reading
specialist Anne Devaney on their read-
ing and writing skills They are young
children who are deaf and who use ASL

The students, who have varying
fluency in English, begin their work by

watching a story in ASL presented by
a teacher or on v.deotape by a story-
teller The videos which come from
Horace Mann's extensive videotape
library are classic imagination-captur-
ing tales that hearing children typically
read in the early grades. "A primary
goal is to make the writing process as
visual as possible." said Doris Cor bo,
the program's curriculum speciaI,st.

To reinforce the concepts that
underlie the story, Anne leads a dis-
cussion focusing on its plot and charac-
ters. Students are asked to retell part
or all of the narrative in sign language
to improve their understanding.

vow

Students at the Horace Mann School
for the Deaf and Hard of Hearing watch
a story told in sign language.

Video:A Mei for Reading Comprehension
As part of the ongoing research
initiatives of the Peabody Literacy
Preilram, et Vanderbilt UniVarsity,
researchers in the cognition and
Technology Group hive developed
an innovative teething strategy that
uses video to promote reading
comprehension.

Here's how it works: Atrisk stu-
dantsview one- to two-minute .

video segmenti about timely issues
like AIDS and civil rights. Afterwern
they we given three passagesto read

that ere similar in form and content.
'Only one Of the passages, however,
accurately describes the sogrnent.
The reader is asked to read eaCh pas-
sage carefully and to discern Which
is the most accurate. At any point in"
the precess, students can review
the vidie.

The authors emphasize that
these "discrepancy passages'
enable students to increase their
comprehension and Stoney - wall=
dotumented benefits Of-repeated
reading. 20

After Horace Mann students have seen
a story told in sign language, they are
videotaped retelling the story.

Creating a First Draft
on Video
After watching and discussing the
video, students go to a writing table to
draw the story's scenes and characters
This "visual road map" will be used
later when they retell the story again
in writing

While students draw, Anne
takes each one aside and, using a cam-
corder on a tripod, videotapes him or
her retelling the story in sign language
In the process, the student becomes
more familiar with the structure and
content of the narrative. This videotape
version becomes the student's fir st
draft

In order to more closely approx-
imete standard reading practice,
the process is sometime* reversed.
Students read passages first and .

thenchoose videO segments that
best Wepreeent thorn. This way stu-
dents have an Understanding Of the
text Were yloWingtha video. Stii-
dents can also be given reidings
that are designedto eXtend and
deepen their understanding of the
content, rather thin describe the
videm
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Working with Teachers
and Classmates
While Anne watches the videotape
with the student, she transcribes the
child's sign language into English on a
computer. If the student disagrees with
the teacher's translation, the two
discuss what the student meant and
how to convey this content in written
English. After the story is fully tran-
scribed, the student prints it out and
reviews it three times alone, with
another classmate, and with Anne or
anothei teacher

As an alternative to working
with the teacher, a pair of students
may watch one of their sign language
drafts together and discuss its content
According to Doris, some students
express themselves more easily with
classmates than with teachers.

Once they have been videotaped telling
a story in sign, Horace Mann students sit
with their teacher and discuss how to
transcribe the videotape in written English.

After participating in a variety of activi-
ties focused on the retelling of a story,
Horace Mann students individually or in
pairs write their own version of the story
on computer.

Writing the Story
Having reviewed the content and lan-
guage of the story through a variety of
activities, students are now ready to
write the tale themselves. Using their
drawings, but without the aid of the
teacher's English transcript, students go
to the computer and individually or in
pairs cieate their own version of the
story in English

While they write, teachers
encourage childien to take risks with
language. The most important thing for
these beginner writers is getting their
ideas on paper using proper spelling
and grammar will come later.

Captioning Helps a Student Get the Big Picture
Soon after the Brown. Middie . -Rather than transcribe every word
School in Newton, Massachusetts, . spoken - the traditional wiy to
received a captiening workstation caption Franklin and his teachers
through federal research grant, .decided that Franklin Would**
co-teachent Sue Lesser-Seltzer and . describe the Important actionin each
Ellen Waite aOd theiistodente with sequence.
language leerning.disabilities brain- Arifter replaying, the video
stormed how each student might several times, Franklin Was abie to
use the technology. clearly describe the key Ideas in

Frani* Castifto,, student who different perti'of the story. For exam-
according to Ellen *struggles with pie, dining a MienII In which One
getting the whole picture," Chose to character vias trying to airline& an '
;option one of his favorite skean's:: unimpressed yoUng woman,
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Teacher Reflections
Teachers continually assess what kinds
of support individual children need at
each stage and what can be done to
improve the process. For example,
video-recording the children's version of
the story was not originally part of the
process. When this step was added,
according to Dons, the quality of sub-
sequent drafts dramatically improved.

As students' skills improve, steps
in the process are dropped. Needing
less support from the technology and
their teachers, children move closer to
becoming self-confident and self-
sufficient writers.

Teachers in the school believe
the program has significantly boosted
students' enthusiasm about writing.
Middle-school teachers also report that
students who have participated in the
project are entering their classes with
better English language skills

Watch Telling Tales in ASL and English
on the enclosed NC1P videotape.

Franklin Wrote,. Steve is singitig 1
,lOvosofig tot:aura. ,itiv 'rosily gets
into'ths sangiod doSsn't rsalize
.410111 tisS,lift,thoroor*.

I bare that this process "

Was s true learning simeritinOt as
Frarddinnkneelf impan So undonstand
the .whoislitot,'said Ellen. *Franklin
was absokstely delighted with the
finiehmi project and int a. greet dial
of positive feedbecklrom his dans-
ma
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Collaborative
.0 -pukes.

- At theBeingold.Elementary School
in Fitcbburt,Meisachusetts, two
iifthgraders WhO snidest worked
together tocaption a videotape

. of Deaf AivereneseDey; ecityWide
event attended bY itudante who
-

ere deef and hard ofbeering frem
'ail ever matropelitaeBoston:

Since the VI* hint no audio
end ofilY soMeeignlangUage, 'Balmy;- ,

;.end4onathan Acted .as reporters, .

_.using 'ciPtienetn,deeCribeind tom
".111,nt entheactien inthe video yor
eXaMple, When the cermira canght
obey falling doWn during the potato
Sack race,- the -1'444:lents Wrote, Poor
Danny; h.o.firg:Bdift.r lock nxt
time.

The students eaSililearned how
. . .

to utethecaptioningequipmeq-:
end independently carried 90 every
staPin thePteceas:The stidents'

.r..teacher Shella"Denahue, an educe-. . . , - ,-
. tor with the CAPS CollaboratiVe_ . .

western Maeeachusetts; helped
With reVielone.enConieging Timmy
endfenithen to Clarify the text end

. .

. use- praper grarnmat
Seven Weebs.efter.,they began the
Prateek tit0 tan* wee finally cap-

. ..

tioned and shared with-other stu-
dents deaf and hearing.. The boys
,else 144 tiap, tilos. home.

Sheila 'says that liniMy and
Jonathan Were,elWays excited to
werk onthe.projeCt end that it
significantly helped their cOMpre-
hinsion end wilting skills. "Being
able to play and replay the video
has given the boys time to notice'
detailkind thisis reflected in their'
writtenlanguage,reports Sheila.
'I've seen improvement in their
punctuation, use ef verb tenses, and
the richnese of their vocabulary."

Students and Captioning
How Do Students
Caption?
Creating a captioned video involves
m.tching a videotape, writing text to
match, then combining the text and
video. The process sometimes begins
with a videotape developed and pro-
duced by a group of students and
their teacher.

Whatever the videotape being
captioned, students use a VCR to
play, pause, and search the tape while
they compose corresponding text
using a word processor. The text may
be a direct transcript of the audio, a
translation from one language to
another like Arnei ican Sign Language
to English, or a general description.

At the beginning of the writing
process, students often discuss the
content of the video with classmates
or a teacher After they enter text us-
ing a word processor, they print out
their work and make revisions as
many times as necessary.

When students are satisfied with
their text, they combine it with the
video a process that can be manual
or automated. The text and video are
routed through a piece of equipment
called i character generator and
recorded using a second VCR.

What Equipment and
Software Are Needed?
A basic captioning workstation con-
sists of a personal computer, two VCRs
(one for playback and one for record),
and a character generator that allows
text to be superimposed onto video.
A computer monitor, a video monitor,
and a printer are also needed. Some
systems require a time-code reader.

When evaluating a potential cap-
tioning system, keep in mind whether
the word processing software suits
the needs of your students and
whether the system has the ability to
create and read time code (though
this function may be unnecessary for
your purposes).

Staff at WGBH the first organiza-
tion to caption television and a leader
in the field can answer questions
abouticaptioning options for schools
and provide the names of hardware
and software suppliers. This kind of
information can also be found on
NCIPnet. At WGBH, address your
questions to:

Geoff Freed
CPB/WGBH National Center

for Accessible Media
125 Western Avenue
Boston, Mass. 02134
Voice and TTY: (617) 492-9258

t111,1
IA\

For more Information, contact:

National Center to Improve Practice
Education Development Center, Inc.
55 Chapel Street
Newton, MA 02158-1060
(817) 969-7100, ext. 2412
rnt: (817) 9894529 2 2
Fax: (617) 969-3440

,

When students caption
videotapes, they use a
VCR (right) to stop and
start tapes, and a word
processor (left) to
compose correspond-
ing text.
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